
In regard to literature and art nation is always province.1

0

Dealing with the concept of province means dealing with an enigmatic question. A province 
is what an empire gains. But what is not gained? Any space that is claimed to be a possession 
and part of a cosmos has its status because of matters of power. The whole empire is therefore 
a possession and a kind of a province. But on the other hand a province is something that 
has not been integrated – it is not part of the empire claiming to have rights upon that space, 
it is rather a resource of the empire. This is perfectly evident in architecture. Castles and 
towers do not accept the other within their walls, but rather there is a sense that beyond 
their confines the other is probably still at large. This can be outside of the province, but we 
may be wrong to be too confident about this fact.

In one of the adventures of Asterix, whose village in Gaul has resisted Roman conquest, 
the Romans appear to have succeeded in conquering the famous village of this cartoon-hero. 
A soldier is sent to Caesar to tell him the news that the Gallic territory has been occupied 
in its entirety. The emperor asks whether it has been occupied as a whole and the soldier’s 
reply is: all of it.2 This is not the announcement of an overwhelming victory, but simply that 
the Romans have succeeded in driving the last resisting villagers beyond the borders using 
a trick, according to this particular story-line.

Province means both integration, and as a conditio sine qua non of the claim over the 
province, that the integration is an ongoing process, and will never come to an end. Thus 
a province not failed vaporises, it becomes part of its new context, and it is constituted by 
being almost the enemy’s country as well. A province seems to be simply impossible whether 
it be the attitude of its new possessors (who lose the otherness of their identities) or the post-
colonial inhabitants. A coquettish way of becoming provincial.

Thus, let there be irritation and province means let there be tension, the tension of 
littérature mineure. A minor literature is also the literary mining (Deleuze) of language by 
showing that the majority is constant, while also becoming a modality of the minority,3 of 
this indecision in the heart of a province – not to know whether something has been said 
correctly or revolutionarily; or most likely in this field it is  both. Writing can be both and has 
to be both, it is still the graphein, scratching, carving ... drawing – the end point is a draw.

1

Thus a province seems to be both indestructible and fragile; it is the same with colonies. And 
its tension with the empire is what saves us from universal provincialism – we all know the 
phrase global village. One province does not equal another, and this helps the major culture 
to stay dynamic, a melting pot with the blaze of possibility.4 Europe as an idea is exactly this, 
Europe is unavoidable and endangered – it is the duty of culture as such, for culture implies 
cultures. It is deconstruction and affirmation; it is the affirmation in (and of) the state of 
being deconstructed.5 It is a duty which can be fulfilled in different ways and means – this 
could be the meaning of province which is no longer satisfied with being provincial, but is 
aware of and aspires to its dignity. A province could be described as province + knowing 
and reflecting on its provenience.

To choose and check one’s perspectives, to select one’s position. This is simultaneously 
both duty and freedom, as we notice when we see those who are not supposed to, and even 
are forbidden to do so, by certain governments. They are writers in fact, who are experts 
at ending with a draw and Erörtern, a word that means discussion and choosing a place, 
probably taking place where the you is not replaceable. Or is it, »(w)here the mis takes 
place«6...? Writers have often been the victims of governments, as Derrida has shown.7

This is so because writers claim to show the rhetorical and incoherent nature of absolute 
truth which suffocates human thinking and humanity itself – and it does not just claim to 
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do so, it does so. The power is based on these absolute truisms, thus it cannot accept it when 
these truths become (probably true) thesis. Literature that does so is unacceptable – yet, 
ironically, if it does not do so, it makes one question whether or not it is still literature.

Thus literature is not tolerated – and it seems the occurrence (or event) of literature is 
connected to this taboo, this status of being forbidden; literature has no roots and no rights, 
it is neither pleased nor placed, it is across and beyond the borders; exodus is its fate and 
faith.8

2

Perhaps one can describe with these thoughts on the nature of the province the essence of 
Chernivtsi, its myth and truth and the dialectics in between. For Chernivtsi could hardly be 
called a metropolis, it is a place where the fascination for the metropolis (Vienna, Paris) is 
at work. The inhabitants define themselves via this sense of belonging. Sometimes this may 
be idolatrous, but many times it is the emergence of tension. For their definitions vary, it is 
a kind of cultural feeling, and the knowledge that culture implies cultures – and friction.9 
Otherwise Chernivtsi would be (and be reminded and recognized as) a strange spot in the 
eastern part of the Habsburg monarchy, not an urban legend, but a legend of urbanity.

Chernivtsi is a contest of ideological-cultural approaches and claims. In the (non-exis-
tent) beginning there is the Habsburg fiction. Austria would have to be understood as a poly-
ethnic paradise – and the proof is Chernivtsi. A place where peoples and people become 
equals, without nationalism, nor the rise of a local establishment, just one colourful entity 
called homo habsburgiensis, and in this particular case homo bukoveniensis.

Culture was imported. 1784 is the year of first cultural activity in order to entertain the 
soldiers (present in this region since 1775) and to transform everyone else into a person 
defined by the Habsburg monarchy. Cultural activity means festivals and balls.10 So the 
strange spot could have a tax point ... »wer immer strebend sich bemüht, den können wir 
besteuern«,11 the rise of the soul and the rise of taxation seem to be connected. And there 
remained the option of divide and rule. And the result? Something like humanity, which is 
never planned, but as we know, the detour is the shortest way to humanity.

Across the borders of Bukovina, nationalism was at large – so this city became a symbol 
for the consequences of an ideological intervention, a discourse of the empire itself. Post-
colonial topics could not be discussed; the remains were transfigured into the trace of 
paradise. Today everybody knows that Chernivtsi had a modern way of living peacefully 
together, a place for humanity and books, where »Menschen und Bücher lebten«.12 Every 
former inhabitant carries his own Chernivtsi in their heart, there are – only! – a few private 
transfigurations of this unknown thing called Chernivtsi.13

Nowadays, there is a new view which is more realistic and careful. Chernivtsi is discussed 
as a productive juxtaposition. This city is not an oasis of love and understanding, we know 
that it was common for Jewish inhabitants to be beaten.14 It was a city filled with prejudi-
ces and superstitions – and the only suspension of this was the strange orientation toward 
Vienna and Paris. Chernivtsi was surrounded by prejudices and superstition without sus-
pension: the belief in devils, witches, evil ghouls and so on, as Mittelmann reported in 
1907/08.15 And thus among the creatures belonging to the species of homo bukoveniesis, 
the homo bukoveniesis czernowitziensis (Czernowitz is the german name of Chernivtsi) 
was, in a sense, seriously endangered. The 68,000 citizens were surrounded by the 730,000 
inhabitants of this region – inhabitants believing this capital of the region to be not only 
wealthy, but also to be a valuable prize, a chance to make a big haul (and clearly not by 
means of trade).16

3

Chernivtsi is a name for being a flâneur strolling between imported cultures; and it is a name 
for the ability to be profoundly homeless among and between these cultures, to not have any 
kind of home in any of them. In all of those unreal, but possible roots, ideologies, cultures, 
religions, traditions, Chernivtsi is communication, dia- and polylogue. Nothing more. But 
it is not to be underestimated; at least there is some intellectual benefit and profit resulting 
from this juxtaposition.17 Is Chernivtsi a way of life? No, it is rather ways of living. It has 
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been said that Chernivtsi is a world.18 Harry G. Frankfurt has written an essay on such 
sentences; there is no such thing as a Chernivtsi-world. The pure traditionalist would not 
consider himself to be traditional.19 A member of a tribe might consider his tradition and 
culture to be the culture, culture is beyond this state of mind, it does not trust its truth.

Chernivtsi, not a world, but possible worlds (and thus probably the best of all possible 
worlds) and their connection defining any of those worlds as impossible as soon as they claim 
to be universal. Culture is tradition practised ironically, more to the point, it is the ironic 
process itself. Culture (and therefore Chernivtsi) is what remains if any particular tradition 
of it has come to an end and has been falsified. It is the competence of compensating incom-
petence, it is »Inkompetenzkompensationskompetenz«20 ... It is the dignity of the fragment, 
the particularity, probably over-estimated – »vielleicht auch überbewertet«21 – in regard to 
its parts, but hardly over-estimated when it comes to the style of dealing with those ingre-
dients. It is irony finishing itself in that it becomes the irony even of irony, Schlegel’s famous 
»Ironie der Ironie«.22 The literatures of Chernivtsi tell of this lesson and cause it to become 
true.

4

Paul Celan refers to the Jewish tradition in this way, by dealing with the Jewish word and 
naming it »das Wort, / dem ich entroll-te«,23 the word he fell out of. It is obvious that the 
German language and culture could never become a home for Celan, and this even before 
his cruel experiences during WW II.

The spoilt German of the Jews (»ein verdorbenes Deutsch«24) is one significant theme 
of not only radical anti-Semitic treatise on Chernivtsi, before Celan’s mother-tongue turned 
into a murderer-tongue. Celan’s mother – not well-educated, but interested and probably 
even sophisticated (»gemessen an ihrem begrenzten schulischen Bildungsstand[,] außer-
gewöhnlich belesen«25) tried to introduce Celan into this culture that refused to recognize as 
being German one of the most excellent poets in its. Even when the Holocaust was reaching 
Chernivtsi there was still emphasis on German language and literature associated with 
Schiller, Goethe and enlightenment.26

Celan was perfectly fluent in Romanian and has even written several poems in this lan-
guage.27 When German was not acceptable to him for writing his poetry as he felt alien in 
it (»Entfremdet dem Deutschen«28), he chose this language for several poems. But being so 
close to this language made him recognise that, as in every language, there is responsibility 
in it segregating it from a na(t)ive home. He was not so secure in using the Romanian words 
that he could do playful poems.29 More to the point he knew it and thus was insecure with 
it. He had to write playful poems. Being a poet means being universally insecure in more 
than one sense. When it is said that German poet Celan could have become a Romanian poet 
(»ums Haar ein rumänischer Autor«30), one has to see it clearly as neither – nor.

The same is true of Russian and Ukrainian. Celan appreciated and even loved the poetry 
by Ossip Mandelštam – but this because of Mandelštam’s relation to his idiom, the same 
strangeness Celan recognised to be similar to his own. So much for the ambivalence of his 
Slavic meridian, his »slawischen Meridian(s)«.31
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Chernivtsi is a province beyond itself; it is polyvalent referring to many victories claiming 
Chernivtsi to be province. Multiplying provincialism is a state of the transcendence of a 
province; it is metropolitan. For the idea of the metropolis is not just to be some kind of 
centre – it is a knot connecting provinces that are not provincial by doing the same.31 Thus 
the provinces and colonies are keeping the legacy of empires – and to refer to them is the 
via regia for an empire not just to legitimise itself, but to be aware of its identity, or even to 
have some kind of pluralectic self/selves. It seems as though a province is what an empire 
gains, but in fact empires are engendered by their provinces.
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